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ڇຍଡԮऱၲࡨΔԳԳຟᚨᇠᨠ۞ڇဆ៳Ζ
ԳԳຟਢᨠ۞ڇဆ៳Δຟᚨᇠ۩ૉंᢅ፫
ڍழΔՈຟᚨᇠᅃߠնᤖઃ़Δ࠹ۥނუ۩ᢝ
ຍնᤖຟᅃధԱ،Δᅃ़Ա،Δᅃ֏Ա،Μނ
،़ྤࢬ़Δຑଡ़ՈڶԱΔࢬ़ଟྤΔຑ
߷ଡԳ़ࢬ़ຟڶԱΔຍழଢྈྥൄഭΖྈ
ྥൄഭΔຍՈ༉ਢ৫ԫ֊ે֕ΔેڶԱΔ
ેڶຍ༉אױࠩ۞ڇΖ
ڂ܃ଚֱ۫Գኙ۞ڇऱࡳᆠՕપᝫ
ػࣔڶΔࢬאՈլवሐչᏖਢ۞ڇΖݺվ֚
܃ଚՕᄗᝑԫᝑຍଡ۞ڇΔ༉ਢྤԳઌΖ
ຍլਢᎅ۫ࣟپڇऱழଢྤԳઌΚψ܃լ
پΔ܃ऱࣟ۫ຟپݺΖωᎅຍਢྤԳઌԱΔ
լਢຍଡΜ
ڇՠ܂ऱழଢΔլਢ۵ᆖՂᝑՠ܂
ྤݺઌΚψՠऱழଢਢᚨᇠݺڶΔૉڶ
ݺΔݺຍԫՠਢৰ߬ેऱΔࢬאྤݺઌΔ
܃ଚՠװΔݺլΜωຍଡԾਢᙑԱΖՈ
լਢᎅڇञऱழଢڶฒسઌΔᎅΚψݺ
ञ܃ଚ༉ਢڶञ܃ଚΔڂڶฒسઌ
ቪΜڶݺչᏖױञऱࡋΜωຍԾਢᙑԱΖڇ
ຍଡۚپऱழଢΔᎅΚψຍଡۚᚨᇠپऱΔ
չᏖΛڂڶฒسઌቪΜݺૉլپຍଡۚΔ
߄ৰ९ऱڣΔຍլਢኂृઌԱቪΜωຍ
ԾਢᙑԱΖ
ࢬᘯྤԳઌΔਢ֨܃㠪ڶԳߠΕݺ
ߠΔڶฒߠسΔڶኂृߠΖڶຍࠄߠ
թڶຍࠄઌΔࢬڶڇאઌऱຍழଢΔ
ݺڶചԱΔՈڶऄചԱΖຑݺചΕऄച
ຟ़ԱΔ܃უլ۞ڇՈլױ౨ԱΔԫࡳᄎ۞
ڇΜչᏖΛਝྥڶԳΕݺΕฒسΕኂृΔ
ՈڶԫଡݺചΔՈڶऄചΔຍ༉ట۞إ
ڇΔՈਢటإຎΕటݶإᑗΔՈਢటإ
ࠩటཕᐝԱΖ
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As we begin this meditation session, we should all be the Bodhisattva
Who Contemplates with Ease. Everyone is the Bodhisattva Who
Contemplates with Ease. Everyone should practice profound
prajna paramita and illumine that the five skandhas are all empty.
By illuminating, we shatter the five skandhas of form, feeling,
cognition, formation, and consciousness. Illuminate them so that
they are gone; illuminate them so that they melt! Empty them to the
point that they are no longer empty, to the point there is not even
emptiness! When the emptiness of self and objects is gone, there
is only translucent quiescence. This is to get beyond all suffering
and difficulty. Without suffering, there is ease.
Westerners probably do not quite understand the definition
of ease and know it from experience. The sense of ease that I told
you about today is about having no mark of others. This does not
mean having no mark of others while eating, “Don’t eat! Give
me everything you have.” We cannot consider that no mark of
others!
We don’t think about the Buddhist term, “no mark of others”
while working. “There should be no ‘I’ while working. Work is hard
for the ‘self,’ so I am going to be without a self: “You guys work, I
refuse!” That would be a mistake. We do not consider ourselves free
of any mark of living beings while fighting and claim, “Without
any mark of living beings, fighting you is not really fighting. Who
is there to fight?” That would be another mistake. While eating
meat, we tell ourselves, “We can eat this meat because we have
no mark of living beings! If I do not eat this meat and let it live a
long life, would that not be holding on to a conceptual idea of a
life?” That would be a mistake once again.
Having no mark of others means that you are free of any
trace of an idea of a self, others, living beings, and life span.
Free of concepts, no marks manifest. Without any of these four
marks, there is no attachment to the self or to the Dharma. When
attachments to the self and the Dharma are empty, it is impossible
to be ill at ease, even if that is what you want. At that point, you
will definitely be at ease because you have no trace of an idea of
a self, others, living beings, and life span. There is no attachment
to self or Dharma. That spells true ease, true freedom from care,
true happiness, and true wisdom!

ڇຍଡԼԶ֚ऱ݄ఄၲࡨΔݺଚנ୮Գ
ޢԫؘ֚ႊڶԫଡԳᔚထᅝചΔຂၲ
ᙩΕַᙩΔຍਢፂ߷ऱຂٚΖᝫڶԫଡங
ฒΔᚥထຍଡፂ߷ࠃൣΙ٦ڶԫଡᅝ
ചΔຍଡᅝച༉ਢࠩᐓࢪװಁΖݺଚ֚ޢ
໘ԿڻಁΔࢨृڻຟאױऱΔຍԳऱ
ൣݮΔࡳڶऄऱΜڂפشᄎڶԫै־
Δຍ־ԫՂࠐԱΔԫࡳ໘ಁΖ
ຍ໘ಁΔ܃լਚრނಁؚࣦᥓԱΔ܃
אဠނ۔ಁؚࣦᥓԱ༉ၲஔΔૉ܃ਚრނ
ಁؚࣦᥓԱΔ߷ة܃ຟլᄎၲஔऱΖչ
ᏖΛ܃ຍጟਢუؚᥓऱΔ߷ࠃ༉լݎԱΙ܃
լუؚᥓؚۖᥓΔ߷թਢݎऱΜࢬڇאຍଡ
݄ఄऱཚၴΔٚ۶ԳՈլᝑᇩΔ۞աᅃ
۞աऱᇩᙰΔ۞ա۞شաऱפΔᓴࡉᓴՈ
լᎅᇩΔᓴࡉᓴՈլࡅࢵؚΔڂྤԳྤ
ݺΖᓴࠐה༉ࠐΔߨה༉ߨΖࡉ܃ᎁᢝऱΔ
܃ՈլהΙլᎁᢝऱΔޓ܃լהΖ
ຍԫ֨Δറ֨ીפشࠐݳΔڇຍԼ
Զ֚ԫࡳࠩړΖᓴլࠩړΔݺ
༉ፆהሄԫ֚ۍΖչᏖΛނழၴຟݺ
መװԱΜ߷Ꮦ٦ሄထᣭԫ֚ۍΔຍԫۍ
֚ਢၲஔԱΔࠩړԱΔ߷լ܀լፆ
ሄΔۖݺᝫᓮپ܃ၲஔऱសΔ܃უپչᏖ
༉ڶչᏖΔԫࡳ࠺ۍڶ堬ଇΔ֚ᐓࠎݎΔ
ஙၥ☈ຟڶऱΖ߷ழଢΔ܃ਢ۵ඒ່٠ዊऱ
ԫٝΖ
ࢬאଡଡຟښఢΔ܃ૉڶԫរլ
ښఢΔ༉լᄎၲஔऱΜ܃ڼڂૉլᣋრၲ
ஔΔ߷܃༉լښఢΖױਢ݄ݙԱຍԼ
Զ֚Δ߷ԫ֚ۍਢڇ۵ছሄထࡋΜլቾ
cushionΰ݄ቾαΔչᏖຟլቾऱΔ༉ڇᑔ
ࣨՂሄԫ֚ۍΜᓴૉլࢢΔ༉լښఢΖ
ᎅΚψຍᏖᏩ୭Δஎࢢݺլ۩ܣΜլ۩Δݺ
ຍ༉ߨԱܣΜω߷༉ݶរߨΔլထݙԱ
৵Δ܃ຍਢ່ᜣࣔऱᙄऄΜࢬאᚨᇠߨऱ
༉ڰԫរߨΔլᚨᇠߨऱΕլᣋრߨऱ༉ױ
אᇢԫᇢΖ

At the start of this 98-day meditation session, one monk or nun must
take turns to care for the duties of the day, such as the lead who is
responsible for the start and the conclusion of each sit. The lead has
an assistant and a gopher who makes tea in the kitchen. We may drink
tea three to four times a day. This depends because there is no fixed
Dharma. When we work hard at our practice, we will experience heat
in the body, which requires some tea.
Don’t purposely smash your teacup to pieces when you have your
tea. You will never become enlightened by purposely shattering your
teacup, thinking that Elder Master Hsu Yun became enlightened
when he broke his teacup. When you intend to break a cup, things
are no longer wonderful. It’s only wonderful if you smash it into
smithereens when you didn’t intend to do so! No one will talk to
anyone else during this meditation session. Each individual will
watch his or her own subject of meditation and work hard on his or
her practice. No one will speak to another; no one will greet another.
With no conception of a self or others left, just let things be, regardless
of who comes and goes. Do not pay attention to anyone you know
and all the more, pay no attention to those you don’t know.
Focus singularly on your method of practice so that you will get
something positive out of it. I will punish anyone who does not get
anything good out of this, so that the person would have to kneel
for a hundred days. That person deserves it because he or she has
wasted all that time! That person has to kneel and repent for another
hundred days too. If he or she becomes enlightened during that time,
getting something positive out of it, then that individual not only
avoids punishment but enjoys a banquet of enlightenment. You may
eat whatever you want. It will be a feast of wonderful offerings made
in the celestial kitchen so that everyone may enjoy it and be filled
with dhyana bliss. By then, you will be a most honorable member of
Buddhism.
This is why everyone must observe the rules. If you stray from
the rules any bit at all, you will not become enlightened! If you do
not want to become enlightened, you do not need to observe the
rules. Those who do not observe the rules will finish sitting these
98 days then kneel before the Buddhas for 100 days on the floor
without any cushion! Anyone who isn’t afraid need not observe the
rules. You think, “So severe, I am afraid I can’t do it! I should go!” The
smartest thing to do is to leave quickly so that you do not have regrets
afterwards. Those who should leave should leave quickly while those
who should not leave, may stay and try.
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